**Cause 1:** I feel nervous
**Cause 2:** I do not have any teaching experience
**Cause 3:** I do not feel confident

**Problem:** The teacher had difficulty in teaching alphabet and vocabulary to children at Bunny Class in Bintang Mulia Kindergarten

**Effect 1:** Some pupils do not understand the lesson
**Effect 2:** Some pupils do not pay attention to the lesson

**Potential Positive Effects:**
1. The teacher feels more confident
2. The teacher can teach well

**Potential Solution I:** The teacher is given more practices to teach the children

**Potential Negative Effects:**
1. The teacher feels bored
2. The teacher still cannot teach alphabet and vocabulary well

**Potential Positive Effects:**
1. It can make the children learn the lesson well
2. It is easier for the teacher to teach alphabet and vocabulary to children
3. The teacher becomes more creative in making teaching aids

**Potential Solution II:** The teacher uses and makes teaching aids to teach alphabet and vocabulary lessons

**Potential Negative Effects:**
1. Teacher needs time to prepare teaching aids
2. The teaching aids are hard to make and sometimes they are hard to use

**Potential Positive Effects:**
1. It can make children interested in learning alphabet and vocabulary
2. It is easier for the children to remember the lesson

**Potential Solution III:** The teacher teaches alphabet and vocabulary by using songs in English

**Potential Negative Effects:**
1. Some children did not follow the song
2. It takes time to find a suitable song for children

**Chosen Solution:** I combine all of them. The teacher is given more practices to teach the children and uses teaching aids and songs to teach alphabet and vocabulary materials
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